
 

 

 

On a Leading Quality Trails – Best of Europe, Day Walk you can: 

• walk along some of the best trails in Europe, 

• walk along natural paths in varied and impressive landscape, 

• pass interesting cultural sights, 

• not get lost on the trail because there is hiker friendly marking and distinct signposting. 

What is an LQT-BE, Day Walk? 

The LQT-BE, Day Walk are trails of 4 – 25 km length and are based on one of the themes: 

Dream tour is the classical Quality Day Walk 

Cultural experience has focus on and special criterias for cultural experience 

Nature delight has focus on and special criterias for natural experience 

Family pleasure is for families with children 

Discover tour is with reference to local products or little gems 

Comfortable hike is for people with walking difficulties 

Winter bliss is designed for safe winter walking 

Urban walk is adapted to culture and trails in towns 

 

The “LQT-BE, Day Walk” brand serves as a mark of distinction, allowing walkers to easily identify 

and choose trails that guarantee a top-quality experience. Trails awarded this prestigious 

designation have undergone a rigorous evaluation process and have been deemed to meet specific 

criteria for excellence. 

The brand’s purpose is to provide walkers with confidence and assurance that they are embarking 

on a trail that offers outstanding scenery, cultural attractions, and overall enjoyment. Whether it’s 

exploring natural wonders, historic landmarks, or stunning landscapes, walkers can trust that trails 

carrying the “LQT-BE, Day Walk” brand will deliver an exceptional journey. 

By promoting and recognizing the Best of Europe trails, the “LQT-BE, Day Walk” brand 

contributes to the development and sustainability of walking tourism in Europe, showcasing the 

continent’s most remarkable outdoor destinations and encouraging visitors to appreciate and 

preserve these unique environments. 

Benefits of being certified as an LQT-BE, Day Walk are:  

Prestige and Recognition, Increased Trail Usage, Quality Assurance, Networking and 

Collaboration, Sustainable Development, Marketing and Promotion, Economic Impact, Tourism 

Development, Collaboration with Stakeholders, Educational and Interpretive Opportunities, and 

Feedback and Continuous Improvement.  

lqt-be.org 

era-ewv-ferp.org/quality-day-walk/ 


